Survival guide – Kajetánka

Accommodation office: +420 235 364 150, +420 770 188 923

Reception K1: +420 235 362 147
Reception K2: +420 235 363 174

Head of the dormitory: +420 605 200 044
Housing Assistant: +420 770 188 947

Facebook group: https://www.facebook.com/groups/241875225909617/

Block K1 has two buildings with 15 floors, each containing a unit with two double rooms sharing a communal bathroom, fridge, and a small kitchen. Additionally, there is a gym operating from 6:00 to 22:00, a ping-pong area, study rooms, and a social room with a piano.

K1 consists of two 15-story buildings. Here, there is also a unit system comprising one single room and one double room, both sharing a communal bathroom and fridge. The kitchens are shared on the floors.

Facilities include a canteen, a billiards room, and a social room with a piano.

Each block is equipped with washing machines, dryers, or a laundry room.

If you want to use the gym, you have to go to the accommodation office in K1 where you’ll pay and then receive a gym card. In K2, you’ll give the card to the receptionist, and you’ll get the keys to the gym, which is located on floor 0.